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Alternative Proofs for "On Unique
Localization of Constrained-Signal Sources"

Using (Al)in (6) yields

S. Valaeeand

P. Kabal

Abstracl-In this correspondence, we provide simple proofs for the
theorems in "On Unique Localization of Constrained-Signal Sources'' by
SI.Wax. The approach is based on thetopological dimension of a set. All
the possible observation matrices form!he legitimate set. The observation
matrices that can have nonunique solutions form the ambiguity set. The
components of the legitimate and ambiguity set are randommatrices. We
find the conditions under which the dimensionality of the ambiguity set
is smaller than the dimensionality of the legitimate set. I n such a case,
the probability of the ambiguity set is zero and with probability one, a
unique solution can be found for the localization problem.

Thus,

A

withprobability 1 convergence, since limndm R(17) = R.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In [I], Wax showed that when the signals are constrained to certain
loci in the complex plane, the number of uniquely resolvable signals
is larger than the number
of sensors. He considered two classes of
constraints, and for each class, he found the conditions under which
be
almost surely a unique solution for the localization problem can
found. Here, we give alternative and simple proofs to the theorems
in [l]. The same approach is also used to find a sufficient condition
for unique localization of unconstrained signals [21.
Assumethat anarrayof
p sensorsreceivesthewavefield
of p
sources in N consecutive snapshots. The sources can be partially or
fully correlated. In a noise-free environment, the
p X -Y observation
matrix X canbeshownas

We are very grateful to the anonymous reviewers for their construcX = A(8)S
(1 1
tive suggestions and careful review which help improve the clarity
and formality of this correspondence.
where A(B)= [a(81).. . . .a(@,)]is the p x q location matrix. and S
is the q x N source signal matrix. Uniqueness can be stated as "Given
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111. COMPLEX
CONSTRAINTS

11. REALCONSTRAINTS

Assume that the signals are constrained to the loci

In this case, the signals are constrained

[l]

k = 1, . . . . q

fk(Sk(tr)*X(ki’)=O.

(2)

where
signal of thekthsourceattimeinstant
t,
fk
smoothmapfrom
thecomplexplane
to therealline
vector of parameterswith p , realunknowns.
Theorem I: L e t 8 be fixed, and let S be a q x q random matrix
drawn from the setof all rank-q matrices having elements constrained
by ( 2 ) and jointly distributed accordingto some absolutely continuous
distribution. A general array satisfying A l ) and A2) can then almost
of aset of signals of measurezero,
always,withtheexception
uniquelylocalize q sources, provided that
~ g j t , )

Xp)

Proofi Thelocation matrix A ( 0 ) isuniquelydefined
by the
parameter vector 8.Thus, the number of free parameters to describe
A(8) is q. The source signalmatrix S, is a q x q-dimensional complex
matrix, In general, a q x 9 complex matrix is described by 2qq real
parameters. Since the signals are constrained by (2), the number of
free parameters is reduced by the number of constraints 41). However,
each constraint adds / I new unknowns. Thus, the total number of free
parameters of S is equal to ( 2 q 9 - q q qp).
The p x 7 matrices X, whichsatisfy(1)and
(21, formthe
“legitimate set,” which is denoted by G , The legitimate set is a subset
ofthesubspace
of p x 7-dimensionalcomplexmatrices.Since
0
and S can be chosen independently in ( I ) , the dimensionality of the
legitimate set is equal to ( q qq q p ) .
A nonunique solution appears for the localization problem if

+

+ +

X = A ( 8 ) S = A(B‘)S’

(4)

for different 8 and 0‘. Let us define
C = A(8)S - A(8’)S’.

(5)

Note that C is a p x 11 complex matrix and can be uniquely described
by 2 ( q qq 9/11 real parameters.
The ”ambiguity set” is defined by the p x 9 complex matrices that
satisfy

+ +

2) = (A(8)S : A(8)S - A(8’)S’= 0.

for 8,6’E

n, and

The constraints of the ambiguity set

S, S’ satisfying (2)).

(6)

can be shown as

c = 0.

(7)

In such a case, the number of free parameters will be reduced by the
number of constraints in (7). Since C is a complex p x 1) matrix, the
number of free parameters is reduced by 2prl. Thus, the number of
free parameters to describe (4) is equal to 2 ( q qq q p ) - 2 p q . For
uniqueness. this number, whichis the dimensionality of the ambiguity
set, should be strictly smaller than the dimensionality
of the legitimate
set.Hence

+ +

2(9.

+ Q9 + w ) - 2P9 < 4 + 97 + q P
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(8)

which is the same resultas

gi(sk(t;):Xt))=O,

k = 1,. . . . q

(10)

Ak’

where g k is a smooth map from the complex plane to itself, and
is a vector of parameters with p real unknowns.
Theorem 2: Let 8 befixed,andlet S be a q x q random matrix
drawn from the set of all rank-? matrices having elements constrained
by (10) and jointly distributed according to some absolutely continuous distribution. A general array satisfying A l ) and A2) canthen
almost always, with the exception of a set of signals of measure zero,
uniquely localizes q sources, provided that

Proof: With a similar argument, the number of free parameters
of X is y+qp. which is the dimensionality of the legitimate set. Here,
of
the constraint functions are complex, and therefore, the number
free parameters of the ambiguity set is 2 ( q q p ) - 2 p ~This
. number
shouldbesmallerthanthetotal
number of free parameters of the
legitimateset

+

2(q

+ q f i ) - 2P7l < 4 + q P .

(12)

Thus, the number of uniquely localizable sources is bounded by

If the number of signalssatisfies (13), auniquesolutionfor
localization problem exists with probability one.

the

IV. UNCONSTRAINED
SIGNALS

Themethod of theprecedingsectionscanalsobeusedto
find
the maximum number of uniquely localizable unconstrained signals.
This problem has been discussed in[2]. There, it has been proved that
with probability one a unique solution for the localization problem
canbefound if

2Q p .
In the present section, we give a simpler proof for this condition.
Similar to previous sections, we define the legitimate set by the set
of all observation matrices that satisfy (1). Here,
no constraints are
imposed on the signal matrix S.The dimensionality of the legitimate
set is equal to the free real parameters that are used to describe
X.The
signal matrix S is a q x 7 dimensional and can be uniquely described
by 249 real parameters. Since 8 and S can be chosen independently
in (1). the dimensionality of the legitimate set is equal to q 2q9.

+

The ambiguity setisdefined

by

D = {A(O)S : A(8)S - A(8‘)S‘ = 0.

for 8.8’E

a}.

(15)

With a similar argument, we can show that the dimensionality
of the
ambiguity set is equal to 2 ( q 2q7) - 2 p q . With probability one, a
unique solution for the localization problem can be found
if

+

dim
Using the dimensionality of

In such a case, the ambiguity set is a proper subset of the legitimate
set. Since the ambiguity setis a set of random matrices, its conditional
probability given the legitimate set is zero. Hence,
if the number of
signals satisfies (9) everywhere except in a set with probability zero,
a unique solution for the localization problem exists.

to the loci [ l ]

D < dim 8.

(16)

D and 4 , this condition can be shown as

Thus, if 4 satisfies(17),almostsurely,auniquesolutionexistsfor
the localization problem.
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x=a+b-c;
y = (a t b) 4 d;
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Efficient Scheduling and Instruction Selection
for Programmable Digital Signal Processors
KinH. Yu and Yu Hen Hu

for optimized instruction
Abstract- We present anefficientmethod
selection and scheduling forProgrammable DigitalSignal Processors,
Our approachusesartificial intelligence techniques toyield code that
is comparable tothatof hand-written assembly codes by DSP experts.
Several examples which demonstrate the feasibility of the approach,
targeted to the TMS32020150 architecture, are presented.

a

(a)

b

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) A fragment of C code; (b) its DAG representation. Up and down
arrows represent fetch and write operations, respectively.

Such applications may require a minimum code execution speed (for
example, a certain computation must be finished before the next input
dataarrive)andforamaximumcodesize(forexample,to
fitin
thelimitedon-chipmemory
of thePDSP).Forsuchapplications,
still
longercompilation time andlargermemoryrequirementcan
be more attractive than manual assembly coding. A prototype code
of the TMS3202x/C5x architecture
generatortargetedforasubset
and instruction set has been implemented. Experimental results reveal
that our approachcanyieldcodesthat
arecomparabletothat
of
hand-written assembly codes by DSP experts.
11. PROBLEM
FORMULATIOK

An HLL program can be represented by a directed acyclic graph
(DAG). Fig. 1 depicts a fragment of C code and its corresponding
I. INTRODUCTION
DAG. Nodes in the DAG represent operations to be performed and
To fullyutilizetheavailablecomputingpower
of the modem arcs indicate the data or control dependency among those operators.
by a DAGprogrammable digital signal processor (PDSP) [l],software designers Similarly, each assembly instruction can be represented
like pattern. Each pattern specifies,
among other information, which
must face the difficult task
of programming in assembly language.
Although high-level language (HLL) compilers for PDSP's exist [2], registers it needs to read from and what state flags it will use before
most of them are basedon technology developed with general purpose executionoftheassociatedinstruction.Eachpatternalsospecifies
whichregisters it willwritetoandwhatstateflags
it willmodify
applications in mind. Genin et al. [3] estimated that assembly codes
after execution. We call the former pre-conditions and the latter post5 to 50 timesfasterthan
written by human DSPexpertsperform
can
those obtained from conventional HLL compilers of just a few years conditions. In thiscontext, it iseasy to seethateachpattern
"cover"part of the program DAG.
ago. Although the performance of current optimizing compilers has
Code generation can be described as determining a sequence
of
improved significantly, for real-time DSP applications with stringent
pre-conditions and
constraints on execution time and/or code size, careful manual coding,instructions and their ordering, with compatible
post-conditions, from thegiveninstructionsettorealizeallthe
typically with several fine-tuning iterations, is still the only effective
operations specified in the DAG, subjectto the DAG data dependency
approach.
constraints. If each instruction also carries an associated cost, optimal
This correspondence deals with code generation for PDSP's with
codegenerationcanbedefinedasdeterminingtheminimum
cost
on thesubnonuniformregistersets.Morespecifically,wefocus
cover for the program DAG. Unfortunately,
it has been shown that
problems of scheduling and instruction selection. Other issues such
[4].
use of circular optimal code generation is NP-complete
asthehandling
of conditionalsandbranches,the
Two important subproblems of code generation are scheduling and
buffers and special instructions are under study and will be reported
an approach in instruction selection. For example, the DAG in Fig. 1 indicates that
in thefuture. In thiscorrespondence,wedescribe
the
node must be covered before either "-"or "*" nodes can be
which scheduling and instruction selection are handled concurrently,
no constraints on the covering order
evaluated. However, there are
instead of in separate passes as often implemented in conventional
of thelattertwonodes.Determiningavalidevaluationorderfor
compilers. Our measure of efficiency is the size and execution time
all nodes, consistent with the partial order specified
by the arcs, is
of the generated assembly code. Many embedded applications in the
knownas scheduling.
DSP area depend directly on the efficiency of the executable code.
Many PDSP's arebasedonthe
CISC (complexinstructionset
Manuscript received August 18, 1993; revised May 31, 1994. The associate computing) concept, characterized by a nonorthogonal set of complex
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able by more than one instruction. Determining a set of instructions
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are coverable by many instructions, determining which instruction to
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